
Rising to prominence from its 
headquarters between the crystal-clear 
Lake Zug and the Mount Pilatus massif, 

V-ZUG continues to embody Swiss 
values and spread them across the 

world. In order to offer the very best to 
people around the world, the company 

endeavours to provide nothing less 
than Swiss perfection for your home.

A tradition 
of innovation



Vacuum Drawer 60 144

Model: VS60144g
Front: Black Glass
Handle: Push Pull system
Controls: SoftTouch
Vacuum sealing levels: 3
Aperture dimensions cm:14.4h / 60w / 55d
Warranty: 5 years

Combair Steam SL
Combi Oven

Model: CSSLZ60g 
Front: Black Glass
Handle: Black or Retractable
Controls: TouchControl & Knob
Electronic clock timer: Yes
Energy efficiency class:  A+
Cooking space volume: 55 ltr
Aperture dimensions cm:60h / 60w / 60.5d
Warranty: 5 years

Combair Steam XSL
Compact Combi Oven

Model: CSTXSLZ60g
Front: Black Glass
Handle: Black or Retractable
Controls: TouchControl & Knob
Electronic clock timer: Yes
Energy efficiency class:  A+
Cooking space volume: 51 ltr
Aperture dimensions cm:45h / 60w / 55d
Warranty: 5 years

Combair SLP
Combi Oven

Model: BCSLPZ60g
Front: Black Glass
Handle: Black 
Controls: TouchControl & Knob
Electronic clock timer: Yes
Energy efficiency class:  A
Cooking space volume: 68 ltr
Aperture dimensions cm:60h / 60w / 60.5d
Warranty: 5 years

Combair XSEP
Pyroclean Oven

Model: BCXSEPZ60g
Front: Black Glass
Handle: Black 
Controls: TouchControl & Knob
Electronic clock timer: Yes
Energy efficiency class:  A
Cooking space volume: 50 ltr
Aperture dimensions cm:45h / 60w / 60.5d
Warranty: 5 years

Miwell-Combi XSL
Oven Microwave
Model: MWCXSLZ60g
Front: Black Glass
Handle: Black 
Controls: TouchControl & Knob
Electronic clock timer: Yes
Microwave power level:  900 W
Quartz Grill: 1600 W
Cooking space volume: 40 ltr
Aperture dimensions cm:45h / 60w / 55d
Warranty: 5 years

DSMS Glass Cooker Hood

Size cm:  90h / 110w / 50d
Extracted Airflow: 370-590 m3/h
Recirculated Airflow: 265-420 m3/h
Noise min-max: 62-70dB(A)
Filters: Grease filter
 Charcoal filter, recycling mode
Versions: 150mm Duct Out / Recycle
Controls: TouchControl, 4 power levels
Energy Class: A
Warranty: 5 years



GourmetGuide
Numerous intelligent programs such as GourmetSteam, 
the patented automatic soft roasting, BakeOmatic and 
professional baking deliver the perfect result.

Integrated recipes

Favourites 
Programmes that you can choose and store at will.

EasyCook
Over 100 useful presettings for individual foods deliver the 
optimum result at the touch of a button.

Own Recipies

Hot Air 
The air in the cooking space is heated by the heating element 
located behind the back of the cooking space and circulated 
evenly.

PizzaPlus
Heating is by hot air and bottom heat. The base of the food 
is baked more intensively.

Humid top/bottom heat 
Heating is by the upper and lower heating elements. The 
steam this produces is minimally removed from the cooking 
area. The food’s moisture is retained.

Grill 
Heating is by the grill element.

BakeOmatic
Programmes to identify the quantity, shape and consistency 
of the food to be cooked. Cooking time and climate are 
automatically adjusted.  Can be used with any dish.

Plate Warming 

Humid hot air
The air is heated and circulated evenly. The steam produced 
is minimally removed from the cooking space. The food’s 
moisture is retained.

Top/bottom heat
Heating is by the upper and lower heating elements.

Bottom heat 
Heating is by the lower heating element.

Convection grill 
Heating is by the grill element. The air in the cooking space 
is circulated evenly by the hot air fan.

Soft-Roasting
Good-quality, seared or non-seared pieces of meat are 
prepared gently. Select finish time, irrespective of the 
weight/thickness. Temperature is controlled automatically.

Keep Warm
Having prepared the perfect dinner this function will keep 
food warm between courses until it’s ready to serve.

Fast Heating 

Steaming
Gentle steam introduced into the cooking space from an 
external boiler. Vegetables maintain freshness while flavours, 
valuable vitamins and minerals are retained. 

Hot air + Steaming
The air is heated and circulated evenly. Supplying steam 
can improve the transfer of energy to the food as it cooks. 
Steam is not visible at over 100°C.

Auto Regeneration / Defrost 
The automatic program for prepared dishes and 
convenience products, especially for oven-baked items 
(tarts, pizza, nibbles etc.).

Soft-Roasting with steam
Suitable for top meat quality. The result: much faster and 
with up to 25 % less energy than the usual method of soft 
roasting.

Professional Baking
The cooking space is heated by a steam phase and a hot air 
phase that follows automatically.

Hygiene

Regeneration
The cooking space is heated with hot air and steam. The 
food is heated gently and does not dry out.

Vacuisine
Sous vide is a process of cooking dishes slowly in vacuum-
sealed bags inside the Combi-Steam at precisely controlled 
low temperatures.

Wellness 

Microwave
Food and liquids can be heated quickly using microwaves. 
Cooking times can be reduced as any operating mode can 
be combined with the microwave. 

CombiCrunch
This operating mode combines microwave and grill.

AutomaticPlus
AutomaticPlus makes it easy for you to set up and quickly 
prepare everyday recipes. With sensor technology.

40° steaming/defrosting
The precise steam setting allows for gentle defrosting of 
sensitive foods, like meat and fish, ideal for making yoghurt

Pause button
Temporarily switch all the cooking zones to power level 1 
for up to ten minutes. You can start cooking again using the 
selected settings after a break.

Automatic warm-up
Enables one cooking zone to operate at full power for a 
set period after being switched on. The cooking zone then 
automatically returns to the power level you set.

Zone connection

Simmer
The hob keeps the temperature below boiling point at all 
times. This prevents sausages from bursting, for instance. 
Ideal for sausages, stuffed pasta, dumplings and noodles.

Cleaning lock
This function makes it impossible to accidently change the 
power level when you’re wiping the control panel down with 
a cloth, for instance.

Melt function
Melt butter, chocolate or honey, for example, gently at 40°C.

Childproof lock
The childproof lock is intended to ensure the appliance 
cannot be switched on accidentally.

Pan detection
At 10 - 22cm, this activates the cook zone/s

GK 46 TIMS 
60cm Induction hob

Models: GK46TIMSZO / GK46TIMSCO
Frame: Dual design / Chrome
Surface: 60cm Black OptiGlass
Display: Digital 
Controls: MultiSlider/direct selection
Tmer & shut down function:  Yes
Residual heat indicator: Yes
Cook zones / Power levels:  4 / 9
Warranty:  5 years

GK 56 TIMS 
90cm Induction hob

Models: GK56TIMSZO / GK56TIMSCO
Frame: Dual design / Chrome
Surface: 90cm Black OptiGlass
Display: Digital 
Controls: MultiSlider/direct selection
Tmer & shut down function:  Yes
Residual heat indicator: Yes
Cook zones / Power levels:  5 / 9
Warranty:  5 years

Adora 60 Sl Dishwasher

Models: GS60SLZVi
Design: 60cm integrated
Energy Efficiency class:  A+++
Drying Efficiency rating: A
Functions:/Programmes: 

Automatic  Steam Finish
Daily Short Sprint 
Party  Intensive
Glass  Hygiene
Eco Part load
Energy Saving OptiStart
Delayed Start MachineCare 
All-in-1 option Pre rinse

Automatic Door Ejector
Childproof Lock
Warranty: 5 years



“Everything that can be invented has been 
invented,” said Charles Duell from the US patent 
office in 1899. Luckily there are still people around 
with visionary ideas, and some of them are at 
V-ZUG.

Inventing something new is roughly as difficult as 
searching for a needle in a haystack. You have to 
pick out the genuine innovations from the mass 
of good ideas. Over 130 inventors, developers 
and engineers have dedicated themselves to 
this complex task at V-ZUG. Their work is always 
focused on the needs of customers. The ultimate 
goals are to make housework even easier and more 
pleasant for people all around the world or open up 
completely new opportunities for them.

Steam plays a key role in V-ZUG’s innovation 
process. Following the launch of the first V-ZUG 
combi-steamer in 2001, specialists discovered 
that steam is capable of much more and began 
to integrate this highly effective tool into other 
appliances as well, for instance for removing 
creases in washing or making the dishes shine. 
Today, steam is used in almost of all V-ZUG 
product categories and it certainly will be in future 
inventions, too.

The 
Panelling 

Centreappliance centre

Deansgrange Business Park
Dun Laoghaire
Co Dublin

01268 6919

VZUG appliances are available from 
Geraldine, our appliance specialist 


